Reversed Z-effect and Z-effect phenomena in femoral neck fracture treated with a dynamic locking plate fixation: Case report
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Femoral head preserving surgery for femoral neck fracture (FNF) is under continuous discussion and research.[1,2] Some internal fixation systems rely on no or minimal sliding, but most implants (e.g. parallel cancellous screws, sliding hip screw) consider sliding as an inevitable part of the healing process, during which controlled impaction across the fracture line allows bony contact between the proximal and distal fragments.[1,3] A dynamic locking plate (DLP) is an angle-fixed construct, rotationally stable and allowing telescoping on up to four parallel screws named telescrews.[4] The telescrew consists of a barrel which is locked to the side plate and a sliding part (lag screw) which is capable of sliding only within its barrel, so preventing the lag screw from backing out. Moreover, the lag screw cannot be detached from its barrel, a feature which should prevent its medial migration through the femoral head. Avascular femoral head necrosis and fracture nonunion are considered typical surgical complications after internal fixation of displaced FNF in geriatric patients.[4,5] Yin et al.[6] published an analysis of the relevant literature and concluded that using DLP reduces nonunion, revision and replacement rates in treating FNF, but does not affect the cut-out rate, which, according to Biber et al.[7] occurred in 9.6% of their DLP cases. In general, screw cut-out usually develops after the femoral

ABSTRACT

The aim of this case report is to present an unusual mechanism of failure of a dynamic locking plate (DLP), previously reported in dual lag screw proximal femoral nails. A 78-year-old female patient experienced a displaced right femoral neck fracture (FNF) which was managed with DLP. At the postoperative sixth-week appointment, her hip radiographs showed that two of three telescoping screws had slid within the telescrew barrel, and one screw was fully extended and cutting through the femoral head. At the third-month checkup, radiographs revealed an unhealed FNF and 12 mm sliding on all three telescoping screws. At the final 11th-month follow-up, two screws were completely collapsed and the previously nonpenetrating screw was partially extended and cutting through the femoral head. Femoral neck shortening and femoral neck nonunion were noticed as well. In conclusion, the postoperative course of the case supports the hypothesis of a specific pattern of DLP failure resembling reversed Z- and Z-effects found in dual lag screw proximal femoral nails.
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head displaces into varus during healing, or a lag screw is located in the peripheral part of the femoral head.[8-10] Additionally, screw cut-through can occur if the sliding mechanism malfunctions or when extensive femoral neck shortening depletes screw sliding capacity.[10,11] Specifically in trochanteric fractures, cut-through can be seen when treated with two lag screw proximal femoral nails (PFNs) in which the Z-effect occurs.[12] The aim of this case report is to document an unusual failure mode of a DLP with screw cut-through which resembles the Z-effect and the reversed Z-effect described in dual lag screw PFNs.

**CASE REPORT**

A 78-year-old female patient presented with osteoporotic (Singh III/IV) displaced right FNF after a fall at home (Figure 1a, b).[13] The patient was on medication for diabetes mellitus type 2 and arterial hypertension, but had no history of previous injury to her right hip and walked with a cane. Following preoperative medical evaluation, the FNF was stabilized within 12 hours from admission using DLP (Targon® Femoral Neck; Aesculap® B. Braun, Tuttlingen, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. There were no issues in the course of the surgery. Immediate postoperative plain radiographs of the hip showed anatomical fracture reduction, with three subchondrally placed and not fully extended telescoping screws (Figure 1c, d). Her postoperative course was uneventful and the patient was able to ambulate with a walker at discharge. Hip radiographs at discharge revealed only a minimal (3 mm) amount of sliding on all telescrews, with no change in telescrew position within the femoral head (Figure 1e, f). At the follow-up appointment at sixth postoperative week, the patient ambulated with a walker, felt occasional pain in the right groin and exhibited reduced range of rotational motion in that hip. Hip radiographs showed that two of the three telescoping screws had slid 6 mm within the telescrew barrel, but the inferior posterior telescoping screw had become fully extended and was cutting through the femoral head (Figure 2a, b). The patient was offered revision surgery for the protrusion of the screw in her hip, but she declined. At the third-month appointment, the patient ambulated with a walker, and the pain in her right groin had alleviated. Hip radiographs revealed not-healed FNF and equal 12 mm sliding on all three telescoping screws (Figure 2c, d). At the final 11th-month follow-up, femoral neck shortening and femoral neck nonunion were noticed (Figure 3a, b). The inferior screws were completely collapsed and the proximal screw was partially extended and cutting through the femoral head (Figure 3c, d). As the patient felt well, she opted not to have surgery for femoral neck nonunion. A written informed consent was obtained from the patient.

**FIGURE 1.** Hip radiograph of 78-year-old female patient. (a) Radiograph shows displaced femoral neck fracture. (b) Intraoperative hip radiograph shows medial femoral neck fragmentation. (c) Radiographs showing anatomically reduced fracture in anteroposterior and (d) lateral views. Screws are anchored subchondrally with inferior screw extension 18 mm and superior screw extension 12 mm. (e, f) Three millimeters of collapse in all telescoping screws at second postoperative week. Radiograph measurements were performed on a computer using Digimizer® image analysis software (version 4.6.1, MedCalc® software Ltd., Ostend, Belgium) after calibration.
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**DISCUSSION**

Only a few cases of cut-through in the femoral head with penetration of the hip joint using a DLP for FNF treatment have been published and reported in detail. Körver et al. described two such cases. In the first case, one femoral head perforating telescrew was completely collapsed and the other screws were telescoped only in part. Complete sliding of the lag screw made this telescrew rigid, and femoral neck shortening caused the screw to penetrate the hip joint. In the second case, they found two collapsed telescrews which were not perforating the femoral head, and a penetrating telescrew which was still minimally extended. In a case reported by Eschler et al., cut-through with hip joint penetration was seen in a telescrew which was fully extended during surgery and stayed in full extension during healing, while the other telescrews, non-penetrating ones, were already completely collapsed. The latter two cases share the same feature. The penetrating telescrews were still partially or fully extended. A plausible explanation for these failures may be loss of telescrew sliding capability at some time point due to jamming, as suggested by Eschler et al.

In our present case, the situation was different. The cut-through with femoral head perforation occurred in two different telescrews at two time points during the patient’s postoperative course, but neither of the telescrews failed to slide. The first perforating telescrew initially slid 3 mm, then extended 5 mm and then fully collapsed 20 mm and turned non-perforating. The second telescrew fully telescoped and then slightly extended and perforated the femoral head. These telescrew migrations resemble the reversed Z-effect and the Z-effect, complications found after stabilization of unstable trochanteric fractures with PFNs. In the Z-effect phenomenon, the inferior lag screw of the PFN construct slides laterally and the superior antirotation screw cuts out from the femoral head. The Z-effect phenomenon was reproduced in laboratory settings by Strauss et al., who observed that cyclical vertical loading led to inferior lag screw lateral sliding if there was greater compressive strength in the femoral head than in the femoral neck. Medial femoral neck element migration was reproduced in various types...
of intramedullary nails by Weil et al.,[14] but only with regard to nail toggling within the femoral canal. The exception was a PFN in which even prevention from toggling did not stop medial migration of the distal lag screw. They hypothesized that two-screw devices probably involve a different mechanism of medial screw migration.[14]

In our case of osteoporotic displaced FNF treated with DLP, we reported consecutive femoral head perforations with non-jammed and extended telescrews. The development of this failure resembles the reversed Z- and Z-effects found in PFN. We can only speculate as to the explanation for these phenomena: possibly denser bone superiorly than medially in the femoral head, or medial femoral neck fragmentation which can lead to greater instability across the femoral neck with unpredictable telescrew loading during the gait cycle. The real frequency of these phenomena and their proportion related to total cut-through in DPL as well as their risk factors and biomechanical explanation require further studies.
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